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The Sunset Club, December 1951 

Rommi Smith 

 

I 

 

Unafraid. Who cares for the camera’s eye?  

Let the pleasures of the flesh be a guide.  

When the heart says ‘yes’, but the world says ‘don’t’ –  

wear your heart at your throat. 

 

 

II 

 

‘The rumour went around that all these guys, where they come from, they had tails… 

originally.’ 

           — Allan Wilmot, former World War Two serviceman, speaking to the BBC in 2015 

 

You’re different from the other local girls, 

the ones who chew the rumour on their tongues 

that we Black men have tails, thicker than  

our panther-cousins and darker than the deepest 

parts of darkest Africa; each flick  

of tail a lightning-strip (made by Shango’s 

thumbprint) formed across the Transatlantic - 

on the stroke of midnight.  

 

                                           At the border  
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of the old life and the new (or so  

the story’s told), the Enforcement Agent  

takes his English penknife and uses it  

to slice our tails off. And this explains the reason  

girls who, when they take your hand to dance, 

you then find that their hands are everywhere –  

feeling for the stump they know is there. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A WritersMosaic commission in response to a photograph of an interracial 

couple kissing at The Sunset Club, Soho. This image is one of 34 which 

Rommi Smith has selected and written about for the TopFoto exhibition 

Changing the Story: photographs of British life in Black and White (1917-

1962), which she has curated at the North Wall Gallery, Oxford. The North 

Wall is based on the campus of St Edward’s School.  
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Rommi Smith 

Rommi Smith is an award-winning poet, playwright, theatre-maker, 

performer and librettist. A BBC Writer in Residence, she is the inaugural 

British Parliamentary Writer in Residence and inaugural Poet in Residence 

for Keats’ House, Hampstead. A Visiting Scholar at City University New 

York (CUNY), she has presented her research and writing at institutions 

including: The Segal Theatre, The Schomburg Center for Research in Black 

Culture and City College New York. 

 

A Doctor of Philosophy in English and Theatre, Rommi is recipient of a 

Hedgebrook Fellowship (USA) and is a winner of The Northern Writers’ 

Prize for Poetry 2019. She was recently awarded a Cave Canem fellowship 

in the US. She is writer-in-residence for Topfoto, the UK’s leading 

photographic archive and a forthcoming poet in residence for the 

Wordsworth Trust, Grasmere.  

 
 

 

A recording of this poem can be found at writersmosaic.org.uk   
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